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Summary 
 
This chapter presents selected results in robust nonlinear control, that is, feedback 
control of nonlinear systems with bounded unknown disturbances. Our presentation 
follows a “control Lyapunov function” approach and solves “the disturbance attenuation 
problem” by using feedback control to achieve boundedness in the presence of such 
disturbances.  
 
For a class of nonlinear systems the solution is constructive via a recursive procedure 
(“backstepping”) employed to build a desired robust Control Lyapunov Function. When 
only an output signal is available for feedback, the problem is more complex, as briefly 
discussed in the last section.   
 
1. Robust Control Lyapunov Function (RCLF) 
 
The concept of a Control Lyapunov Function (CLF) is a tool for solving stabilization 
tasks. One way to stabilize a nonlinear system is to select a Lyapunov function 

( )V x and then try to find a feedback control ( )u x that renders ( , ( ))V x u x negative 
definite. With an arbitrary choice of ( )V x this attempt may fail, but if ( )V x is a CLF, 
we can find a stabilizing control law ( )u x . For the nonlinear system  
 

( ) ( )x f x g x u= + ,        (1) 
( )V x is a CLF if, for all 0x ≠ ,  
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( ) 0 ( ) 0g fL V x L V x= ⇒ < ,      (2) 
 
where ( ) : ( )V

g xL V x g x∂
∂= . By standard converse theorems, if (1) is stabilizable, a 

CLF exists. From (2), we see that the set where ( ) 0gL V x =  is significant, because in 

this set the uncontrolled system has the property ( ) 0fL V x < .  
 
However, if ( ) 0fL V x > when ( ) 0gL V x = , then ( )V x is not a CLF and cannot be 
used for a feedback stabilization design (an observation that helps eliminate bad CLF 
candidates).  
 
The CLF concept is extended to systems 
 

( , ) ( , )x f x w g x w u= + ,       (3) 
 
where w is a disturbance known to be bounded by | |w ≤ Δ , where Δ may depend on 
x . ( )V x is an RCLF (a robust CLF), if for all | |x c> , a control law ( )u x can be found 

to render V negative for any w such that | |w ≤ Δ . The value of c depends on Δ and on 
the chosen ( )u x . For systems jointly affine in u and w , 
 

( ) ( ) ( )x f x g x u p x w= + + ,      (4) 
 
an RCLF is a ( )V x for which a class- ∞K function ( )ρ ⋅ exists such that  
 
| | (| |) : ( ) ( ) ( ) 0f p gx w u L V x L V x w L V x uρ> ⇒ ∃ + + < .  (5) 
 
Again, the set ( ) 0gL V x = is critical because in it we require that  
 

1( ) | ( ) | (| |) 0f pL V x L V x xρ−+ < ,     (6) 
 
which means that ( )fL V x must be negative enough to overcome the effect of 

disturbances bounded by 1| | (| |)w xρ−< . 
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